Our Learning Values - ASPIRATION

Our Learning Values - POSITIVITY

To encourage the whole school community to reach their full potential

To encourage the whole school community to promote contagious enthusiasm

For teaching we will…
-Have high expectations
-Be positive role models
-Celebrate steps to success
-Provide a range of cultural and life experiences
-Broaden horizons
-Encourage and nurture individual interests
-Challenge stereotypes
-Recognise the worth of individuals
-Invite a range of role models into school
-Use new technologies and mediums to enhance
knowledge and understanding of the world

-Believe in themselves
-Persevere
-Be proud of themselves
-Be constructive with criticism and when receiving criticism
-Encourage others
-Be ambitious
-Be confident to try new things and situations
-Be optimistic in their approach
-Believe things are achievable
-Have a positive attitude towards each other
-Go home happy

Resilience… Being in a good place to learn… Confidence…

Self reflection… Believing anything is possible…

-Believe anything is possible
-Be prepared to break the mould
-Want to achieve
-Have self belief
-Set their own goals
-Be a risk taker
-Recognise individual talents
-Strive for personal bests
-Fulfil hopes and dreams

Our learners will…

For teaching we will…
-Allow children to express themselves
-Promote sharing of work
-Ensure that everyone has an opportunity to contribute
to school life
-Ensure each pupil has a voice
-Teach an understanding of positivity
-Support children to deal appropriately with negativity
-Reward positive attitudes
-Celebrate achievement with the whole school community

Approaching situations confidently… Resilience… Confidence…

Believing anything is possible… Breaking through barriers…

Our learners will…
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We truly believe that we REAP what we sow

Our Learning Values - EXPLORATION

At the Grovehurst Federation we support
individuality, celebrate difference and ensure
that everyone has the freedom to lead their
own learning journey. Through enjoyment
and collaborative learning we aim to provide
creative, diverse and inspirational
opportunities and environments in which
every member of our community can learn
and feel valued.
We celebrate achievement, courage, effort and
ability, developing confidence and encouraging
self-belief in all children and adults. We aim
to create cohesive network of support between
pupils, staff and parents and work together
within our community to achieve our shared
goals.
It is our expectation that all our children will
develop independent attitudes and skills that
will enable them to create, question and
challenge their own personal journey to
achieving their goals without peer pressure
or prejudice.

-Be determined
-Not give up
-Be confident to take risks
-Learn from experiences
-Develop the ability to work through difficulties
-Adopt a ‘can-do’ attitude
-Be flexible and adaptable
-Stay positive
-Develop trust
-Recover quickly from disappointments

For teaching we will…
-Create a safe environment to develop trust
-Recognise and celebrate our strengths and challenges
-Encourage skills of independence
-Model the fact that it is okay to make mistakes
-Demonstrate our own weaknesses and difficulties
-Offer opportunities to access outside support
-Offer the chance to work things out for themselves
-Encourage problem solving
-Ensure resources are available for children to access
-Allow time for reflection and review

To ensure that the whole school community develops an enquiring mind

Our learners will…
-Be curious in all of their learning
-Believe in their own ideas
-Become independent thinkers
-Learn the skills and techniques needed to explore
-Question peers, adults and themselves
-Become enthusiastic about learning
-Think outside of the box
-Build on prior knowledge
-Challenge the existing and re-invent the new
-Have the confidence to question

For teaching we will…
-Set high expectations
-Have no limits
-Take risks independently and as a class
-Model error making
-Provide a safe and enabling environment
-Explore limitless resources
-Allow time for reflection and review
-Model language for exploration

Finding new ideas… Analysis… Research… Inquisitiveness…

Our Mission

Our learners will…

Self awareness… Saying ‘I can’… Overcoming barriers…

“There are no limits to what we
can explore and achieve together”

To encourage all children and staff to persevere and adapt to all experiences

Self awareness… Saying ‘I can’… Overcoming barriers…

Our Vision

Questioning… Independence… Discovery… Investigation…

Our Learning Values - RESILIENCE

